
ABOUT MITHI SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGIES AND AWS

d in 1996 and is based in 
e women in eastern U.P., 

Bihar, Jharkhand, Chattisgarh and are servicing more than 0.8 million clients today. They also 
munity health facilitator training 

programs and insurance products. As the company provides micro 
of the most remote areas of the country, it is imperative for them to keep their operational 
costs minimum, something that they found challenging with IT, prior to moving to Vaultastic.

All the user’s at Cashpor access their mail from MS 
Exchange. With the earlier solution, they stored mail on 
their individual mailboxes, which have limited space, thus 
reducing the mail service performance when mailboxes 

and the mailboxes trimmed to keep up the performance 
levels. This was unproductive, as taking backups and 
trimming mailboxes depended on one person and the 
availability of external devices. Add to this, the growth 
in employees was leading to an increase in the storage 

Vaultastic has automated backup and brought relief from 
the fear of running out of space. Cashpor can now set 
retention policies on their user’s mailboxes, automating the 
trimming required to keep up the mail service performance. 
With the automation in place, they are no longer bothered 
by the increase in the number of users. Backups of the 
email in a separate operational infrastructure on the cloud 
support easy disaster recovery. Using ediscovery within 
Vaultastic, Cashpor can run complex searches across 
mailboxes of all users to discover useful information, and 
stay compliant with regulations.

Automating the backup with Vaultastic and 
the mailbox trimming process, has saved 
on operational bandwidth and improved 

Mithi’s collaboration platforms, give you access to secure, dependable, and an always connected collaboration environment, helping 
you reduce operational costs and gain productivity. Giving your business what we call the ‘Collaboration Advantage’.

All mail archived in Vaultastic is online and 
search ready. Cashpor can, on demand, 
run complex searches to discover useful 
information and stay compliant

Vaultastic archives all mail safely and 
securely on the cloud, providing a natural 
redundancy to the data storage and 
supports disaster recovery operations.
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NEXT STEPS

Migrating your applications to the AWS Cloud gives you access to on-demand IT resources that can help you innovate faster, reduce 
costs, and operate more securely.

To learn about how Vaultastic by Mithi Software Technologies can help your business, visit www.mithi.com


